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Section V
EX
PLORING THE ANCIENT
SOLFEGGIO MATRIX
All but forgot for centuries, a six-tone musical scale
called the Solfeggio is rumoured to possess
magical healing powers rooted in
mathematical resonance.
I took it to task to try taking it apart
and putting it back together again.
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CHAPTER F
Introducing The Ancient Solfeggio Frequencies
The ancient Solfeggio (rhymes with arpeggio) was revealed to me
in a book called Healing Codes For The Biological Apocalypse by
Leonard G. Horowitz and Joseph Barber. The Solfeggio is a musical
scale - a set of six frequencies which possess amazing yet simple
mathematical resonance, and are supposed to help activate healing
and spiritual “tuning.” Some old forgotten* hymns were based on
these tones, and some scientists even use the third tone, known as Mi,
to repair DNA.
It seems that this amazing musical birthright has been hidden from
the common person by secret societies and religions, but it is not the
aim of this book to confirm, deny, defend or attack these things. I will
not spend much time and space re-ierating that which is told in Healing
Codes, only as much as is necessary to provide a background
understanding for my explorations of the Solfeggio which follow.
When I was alerted to the existence of the Solfeggio and its
orientation towards the healing power of music, it fit in with that dream
I mentioned earlier,** and was a suitable augmentation to my previous
exposure to things like meditation, shamanic drumming, chakras,
didjeridoos, aum’ing, crystal bowls, psychedelic trance & ambient
music, and what-have-you. These things, combined with my more
previous knowledge of the emotional and visceral power of heavy
metal and classical music, had already familiarized me with music’s
ability to influence the course of reality - to guide the flow of energy.
Music isn’t just a creative outlet - the harmonic, self-reflecting nature
of the entire universe might seem like a flukey bonus for our
entertainment, but sound is actually the underlying infrastructure of
everything that ever was or will be!
The Solfeggio seemed like a very good opportunity for calculation,
experimentation... exploration. I feel like I am a scientist, philosopher,
healer, mathematician, musician, astronomer, super-hero, rock-star,
wizard and authour when I dive into these mysterious calculations,
even though I feel hardly qualified in any of those professions.
Devil may care, I’m writin’ this book anyways!
NnnnnyYYYAAAaaaahhh!!!!
______________________________________________________________
* or... hidden?
** See p. 3.
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Here are the frequencies of the Solfeggio tones, expressed in hertz
(cycles per second):

I found the frequencies very easy to memorize
once I noticed the pattern - simply start with a 3 in the
lower left corner of a 3-by-6 grid and count upward 3
4 5 6 7 8, wrapping under and around to 9 1 2 3 4
5 and again to 6 7 8 9 1 2 until the entire grid is filled.
Voila - the Solfeggio matrix made easy in less
than 5 minutes - and doesn’t stick to the pan!
The book Healing Codes describes some of the
Solfeggio’s relationship to the 8-times table and the odd alphabet here
and there, as well as its encoding in a section of the King James Bible.
I won’t reiterate these aspects, but suffice it to say that I found it an
inspiring read. I proceeded with my own adventures in research and
experimentation, some highlights of which are told in this book.
The Solfeggio is not to be confused with the Solfège, which is the
traditional singing exercise using the syllables Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Ti
upwards through the 7-note Major Scale. This ancient Solfeggio has 6
tones, not 7. Some of the names of the tones are the same as in the
Solfège, but the similarity ends there - the two scales sound completely
different.
When the Solfeggio grid is
repeated on every side of itself,
some larger mystery (symetry)
seems to unfold::::::::::::::
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Mezmerizing!

Swimmin’ in a dreamy sea of numbers! Zoomin’ out and out and
out... the big rhythms become the little rhythms as they speed up and
sound eventually turns to light...
Hmmmm... and it follows from “as above, so below” that the
Solfeggio matrix must also possess a micromesh! Fodder for future
ponderings, I suppose. Perhaps the answer will simply materialize.
Questions rise, answers fall.
According to Healing Codes, a crucial aspect of the Solfeggio’s
strength is in the Pythagorean Skein pattern of the frequencies.* An
interesting repeating sequence of 9 3 6 9 3 6 is revealed in the skeins:
Solfeggio Tone
Ut 396
Re 417
Mi 528
Fa 639
Sol 741
La 852

Pythagorean Skein
3+9+6=18, 1+8=9
4+1+7=12, 1+2=3
5+2+8=15, 1+5=6
6+3+9=18, 1+8=9
7+4+1=12, 1+2=3
8+5+2=15, 1+5=6

______________________________________________________________
* Recall that the Pythagorean Skein is simply the repeated addition of a
multi-digit number’s digits until only one digit remains.
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Try typing each of the Solfeggio
frequencies using the keypad on your
computer and you will experience tactile
insight into the symetry of these numbers.
(Here they are again for easy reference
so you don’t have to keep turning back the
page):
396
417
528
639
741
852

(Do it.)
396417528639741852
396417528639741852
396417528639741852
396417528639741852
396417528639741852
396417528639741852
396417528639741852
396417528639741852
396417528639741852
396417528639741852396417528639741852
396417528639741852396417528639741852
396417528639741852396417528639741852
396417528639741852396417528639741852
396417528639741852396417528639741852
396417528639741852396417528639741852
396417528639741852396417528639741852
396417528639741852396417528639741852
396417528639741852396417528639741852
396417528639741852396417528639741852
396417528639741852396417528639741852
396417528639741852396417528639741852
396417528639741852396417528639741852
396417528639741852396417528639741852
396417528639741852396417528639741852

(Okay, that’s enough already.)
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CHAPTER F
Solfeggio Octaved Skeins
My first step in exploring the Solfeggio matrix was to synthesize
each tone on the computer using a wave editor. At the frequencies
specified, they sounded too high for practical meditational hymning nothing like a didjeridoo or an aum, more like R2-D2 with the stomach
flu, or a super-annoying car alarm.* Too squeeky for me. Not the kind
of thing I could dream and trance and heal to - not unless I reattuned
my ears first by shapeshifting into a mouse or a fly. Stranger things
have happened, I suppose.
According to my understanding of music theory, transposition of
an octave is considered essentially inert,** leaving a note’s harmonic
function unaltered and fully intact. Don’t get me wrong, the octave
transposition does affect the effect on the listener,*** but the numerical
harmonic infrastructure is oblivious (and impervious) to human taste.
So... I used the computer to lower the tones by an octave and
several. This sounded much better to my ears... definitely a step in the
right direction, at least.
Octave transpositions probably wouldn’t affect the Pythagorean
reduction numbers for each tone, I surmised. Any other transposition
is not so transparent and would presumably undermine the resonant
integrity of the Solfeggio system; the skein numbers would definitely
be compromised in a non-octave situation, I tentatively concluded.
But... octaves?! Without a doubt, the Solfeggio matrix must be
able to withstand transposition in octaves, the most benign of all
musical
transformations!
______________________________________________________________
* The common person’s entirely reasonable non-reaction to the impotent
bleeping of car alarms - has there ever been a more ludicrous manifestation
of the old adage, “never cry wolf”? Instruments of apathy, I say. There
was a time when I thought noise pollution was an infeasibility (I’m part
metalhead); nowadays it’s more like an inevitability. Am I just getting old?
** In chemistry, there are certain gases called the inert gasses. They are
inert specifically because they have eight electrons in their outer orbit. So,
I see a correlation between chemistry and music here: the inert octave is
the eighth step in a diatonic scale, and the inert gases have eight electrons
in their outer shell.
*** The “effect” is the reason I’m about to attempt transposition in the
first place, I can’t deny that; the squeeky stuff grosses me out when I’m
trying to zone out (unless there’s lots of reverb and stereo delay on it). But
this squeek-factor is probably best thrown into the pile labelled “psychology”
or “physiology” rather than the “harmonic analysis” arena which claims
the inertness of octaves and therefore has an overall inert effect on the
discussion regarding the inertness of octave transpositions.
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I mean... a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a Gsharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is
a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a Gsharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is
a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a Gsharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharpis a G-sharp is a G-sharp is
a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a Gsharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is a G-sharp is
a G-sharp, no matter which octave of G-sharp...
Right?
So, Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut
is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is
Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut
is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is
Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut is Ut
is Ut, then. No matter what octave. It simply must be!
Just to be sure, I thought I should check this assumption with
some calculations... We all know the old “ass out of me and you”
cliché.
Objective:
To determine whether transposition in octaves has
any effect on the skein numbers of the six Solfeggio
tones.
Hypothesis:
I predict that the skein numbers will not change when
subjected to octave transpositions.
Method:
Simple division and multiplication by 2 is applied
incrementally to each tone. The resulting frequency
is then reduced to its Pythagorean Skein (abbr. PS)
by repeatedly adding its digits until only one digit
remains.
Observations:
To my utter amazement, an unexpected pattern
emerged! Tones having a skein of 9 do not change
with octave transpositions - just like I expected (hey...
“skein of nine”... there’s a song in there, I can almost hear it). But... the other tones flip-flop their
skein numbers back-and-forth between 6 and 3!
Check out the table on the next page to witness the
incredibleness.
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Wow. I was totally wrong about my prediction - and that has
never happened before. I guess being wrong has its benefits... afterall,
I learned something new. This was one of those coffee-shop eurekas,
thanks to the portability of the good ol’ calculator watch; at that
moment, a clear vision of flip-flopping triangles with corners labelled
3, 6, and 9 popped into my head. I couldn’t help blabbing on and on
about it, like there was no tomorrow. I vividly remember that moment
as if it happened yesterday. Actually... I think I sort of skipped yesterday,
so maybe that figure of speech doesn’t really apply.
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CHAPTER F
The Solfeggio Transposition Triangles
Flip, flop, flip, flop, flip, flop, flip, flop, flip, flop, flip, flop.
Like sandals in the sand.
3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6...
9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9...
6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 3...
Nine remains constant. Like a rotational axis. Or the zero-voltage
axis of an oscilloscope!

3 and 6 dancing around the Maypole of 9. Fusilli (corkscrew
pasta). The twisting ladders of DNA. Twizzlers. The old one-two. Yin
and Yang. Twisted Sister. Swingin’ pendulum. Grandfather clock.
The Mayan Tzolkin’s Galactic Portals. Kilt of the Dervish. Center
beam of the abacus. Caduceus coiling. Pluto and Charon with pockets
full of posies around an invisible fulcrum. Stray cats zig-zaggin’ across
the back lawn.
Like so:
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And, turned sideways:

Reduced to its only two component triangles:

And its only two component triangle waves:

Hmmm... the 3- and 6-waves somewhat resemble “M” and “W”...
What could it mean?
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Men and Women? Midgets and Widgets? Moth and Wing? Me
and We? Moles and Weasels? Minks and Winks? Mountains and
Woolhills?

M-shaped moons reflecting on the water... what does it all mean?
It’s so elegantly simple - just a bipolar pulse, really. Off and on,
back and forth. The in and out, up and down of so-called “humping”.
Good and evil, black and white. Yada and blah, blah and yada. Does
this flip-flop modulus thing have any true relevance in regards to the
Solfeggio’s application - and, if not, how shall I render it useful?
Maybe it’s all a little too simple. I insist that we are living in a
complex multiverse, so let’s kick in the turboboosters and attempt
Solfeggio analysis in 3-D!
Fasten your seatbelt, here goes nothing...
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CHAPTER F
Solfeggio Transposition Triangle Nesting
Just one more thing, before moving on to the 3-D stuff...
Since geometry tells us that the equilateral triangle expresses a
perfect musical octave by virtue that its outer corners lie on the perimeter
of a circle which is exactly twice the size of the biggest circle that can
fit inside the self-same equilateral triangle, I brainfarted the following
diagram as a tidy culmination of the previous discussions regarding
the now-infamous Solfeggio Transposition Triangles:

FIG. 4: S OLFEGGIO T RANSPOSITION T RIANGLE N ESTING

Please ponder carefully.
Triangles seem to provide an interesting avenue for exploring the
six ancient Solfeggio tones. Now let’s step it up a notch and bring the
trianglinesses of the ancient Solfeggio into the 3rd dimension...
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CHAPTER F
Solfeggio Platonics
In geometry there’s this thingamajigger called the tetrahedron.

It’s reminiscent of a pyramid, but the bottom is a triangle instead
of a square.*
In fact, it’s completely made of triangles... so, it only makes sense
to ascend to the next layer of the perceptual onion by arranging several
Solfeggio Transposition Triangles into the shape of a Solfeggio
Transposition Tetrahedron!
Just visualize it - a numerically perfect Solfeggio matrix, spinning
through the space-sound-time-consciousness continuum in a
tetrahedral arrangement - wow! Who needs to listen to heavy metal
records at the wrong speed to see God when you’ve got the Solfeggio
Transposition Tetrahedron to spin your kundalini into voracious
ataraxic bliss? Combine both approaches, and the possibilities are
probably twice as endless!
Now that you’re dizzy with meditative numerical drunkenness,
check this out - another invention of mine...
The Solfeggio Transposition Octahedron!
______________________________________________________________
* See Appendix 6, “Shine On You Crazy Tetrahedron” if you enjoy
tetrahedrons.
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Put a big shiny star beside the above diagram because it’s one of
my grandest discoveries ever! Cash donations accepted. Notice how
all eight triangles are properly cornered by 3, 6, and 9 (who could
expect anything less from a bona-fide Solfeggio Transposition
Triangle), and the corner numbers all match up nicely, each vertex
satisfying the requirements of four separate triangles simultaneously.
Obviously, the Solfeggio Transposition Octahedron is a perfect
geometrical meditation vehicle for hardcore Solfeggio enthusiasts.
Mandala supreme!
Next... the icosahedron (if that’s its real name) is made of twenty
equilateral triangles. This is what it looks like:
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Amazing, I know. I wish I invented it. Hopefully the icosahedron
will accomodate the Solfeggio Transposition Triangles as beautifully
as the octahedron does. But... Wait! Rewind... I forgot to put numbers
on the Solfeggio Transposition Tetrahedron a few paragraphs ago...
Uh-oh... it doesn’t work! If I start by putting numbers on the
right-hand side triangle first (an arbitrary choice), the remaining vertex
of the tetrahedron (the bottom left corner) doesn’t know what number
to be, thereby rendering the other three triangles (left, back and bottom)
incomplete and confused:

See what I mean? In the above diagram, the bottom triangle wants
the question mark to be a 9, because its other two corners are 6 and 3.
The left triangle wants the question mark to be a 6. The triangle at the
back is crying, “Where is this 3 I’ve been waiting for?” The question
mark is faced with an impossible 3-way dilemma.
There just seems to be no reconciliation between the Solfeggio
Transposition Triangles and the classic tetrahedron. How rude! I
guess tetrahedrons just aren’t real, then, are they? Just kidding. That
was my vertical-thinking impersonation. It’s just a joke, take it easy.
Now, where was I going next? Ah yes, the icosahedron... Oh,
crap! Same problem - some of the numbers don’t fit:
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The Solfeggio does not appear to be transposable across the
icosahedron or the tetrahedron.
Are these the right words, grammatically speaking? Does this
even make any darned sense whatsoever? I’m just trying to imagine
how this would be used practically. In the case of the octahedron,
where the numbers do work, I suppose one could transport one’s
consciousness from one vertex (corner) to the next, sliding along the
edges to get from one point to the next. As the listener leaves the last
corner and approaches the next one, the previous tone would fade
away and be replaced by the new one.
Listening not only with ears, of course. Notice how I said
“consciousness”? Not just hearing. The all-pervading being of 9, or
Ut, or Fa, or whatever the case may be. The vibe of focus. The
assemblage point, even. The notch in the graph - the gateway, the
wormhole, the resonant spike. The frequency parameter of a hi-Q
bandpass filter... The meeting point of opposing cone-tips.
And not restricted to the edges of the octahedron, either. If one
could skate around on the face of Solfeggio Transposition Octahedron,
the Pythagorean Skein signal would morph in a continuously variable,
harmonized mix of 3, 6, and 9. In the example below, the asterix would
sound mostly like 9, but with a splash of 3 and a hint of 6 in the mix as
well:

Of course, there’s nothing stopping a potential candidate from
diving real hardcore into the third dimension and swimming around
inside the octahedron. Did you notice how octave and octahedron
are lingually similar, synchronistically reflecting their mutual
transposability in octaves through the ancient Solfeggio matrix?*
<insert spooky Twilight Zone-esque theme here>
______________________________________________________________
* Refer to 2nd footnote on p. 87.
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Here is a colour-incapacitated scan of a purple, 8-sided, octahedronshaped die, which may be found at your typical retail comic and RPG
outlets, or in the possession of the people who possess such items:

I sometimes use this one, and others like it, to write music. 8-sided
and 12-sided dice are great for writing music because there are 12
notes in the Chromatic Scale and there are 8 notes in a diatonic scale if
you fudge a bit by including the octave. I don’t think there’s any such
thing as a 7-sided die.
By the way, there are other possibilities for geometric shapes
comprised of triangles, but I chose the tetra-, octa-, and icosa- hedrons
because they are of a specific, well-known type. They’re the popular
ones - and, of course, I want to be vicariously popular by including
successful existing systems in my writing; henceforth their guest
appearance in these pages. The shapes mentioned in this section are
called “Platonic solids” (named after a famous philosopher who shall
remain nameless at this point), and they have some pretty unique
properties - for example, the property of self-reflection, in a somewhat
similar vein to Phi itself, or a pair of mirrors facing each other. For
example, joining the centres of each face of a tetrahedron will create a
cube, and vice-versa. Johannes Kepler even demonstrated that the
Platonic solids describe dimensional properties of our Solar System.
Each of these 5 regular convex polyhedra,* as they are also called,
have sides which are identical and equilateral. Each polyhedron will
______________________________________________________________
* The 5 Platonic solids have been called the “atoms of the universe” at
least as far back as ancient Greece, and each shape was equated with an
element and an energy state (dodecahedron = earth, solid; icosahedron =
water, liquid; octahedron = air, gas; tetrahedron = fire, plasma; cube =
universe, aether). In this light, it seems that, since the octahedron is the
only polyhedron that properly accomodates the Solfeggio Transposition
Triangles, the 6-tone Solfeggio has a special connection with air. Perhaps
the airy balance of the Solfeggio Transposition Octahedron represents
mirror-like perfect duality, whereas all of the other, unresolvable “Solfeggio
transposition polyhedra” represent dynamic, propulsive polarities. I
wonder... does the Solfeggio Transposition Octahedron analogize with
Dorian’s function in The Tonal Mirror and the number 9 in The TimesTable Mirror (both described in Section III)? It does now, I guess.
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also fit perfectly inside a sphere, with all corners touching the inside of
the sphere. So far we’ve seen the tetra-, octa-, and icosa- versions of
the hedrons.
There are two more I’d like to mention: the cube* and the
dodecahedron.
A cube is a cube is a cube - six sides, each a perfect square (unlike
the typical ice-cube, which is more like a truncated pyramid). The
dodecahedron looks a bit like a soccer ball - sort of; it’s made of 12
pentagons, whereas a soccer ball has a bunch of pentagons and a few
hexagons. Or maybe vise-versa. I’ve never been much of a soccer
expert.
Proper vertical thinking will not allow me to deal with pentagons
and squares here in the land of the Solfeggio Transposition Triangles
because that’s a different dimensional resonance that is basically
imperceptible from a triangle’s point of view. Forcing a Solfeggio
Transposition Cube into existence would be sort of like clapping with
one hand or expecting a ham radio to teach a seahorse how to speak
French. It just doesn’t work unless everyone’s on the same wavelength.
Pentagons, however, might be well suited towards treatment of
the pentatonic scales, which have - yup, you guessed it - 5 notes.
Pentatonic Transposition Dodecahedron analysis -wouldn’t that
be fun? A future project perhaps; maybe a new chapter for a future
edition of this book.
In Review:
1) How to apply the oscillation of Pythagorean Skeins in
the Solfeggio, induced by octave transpositions, and
the underlying meaning of this oscillation, remains
a mystery for now. It could imply an imbalance to be
avoided, either by transposing in even numbers of
octaves only, or by avoiding transposition altogether.
If that were the case, then we’re stuck with the high,
shriekey registers, and that just doesn’t seem right.
To me, the modulation seems to imply an inherent
vital dynamic pulsation, as in a heartbeat. The question
remains of whether or not transpositions of the Solfeggio
by octave increments shall be considered inert or active ______________________________________________________________
* a.k.a. the hexahedron - represents the number 6, and relates to the planet
Saturn somehow.**
______________________________________________________________
** Many moons after writing the above footnote, I read something so
amazing that I suspect a hoax: at the North pole of planet Saturn, a very
distinct and mysterious hexagon in the clouds has been photographed by
investigative probe droids! Hoaxagon? Hoaxahedron?
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musically, spiritually, mathematically, functionally.
2) The octahedron nicely accommodates my metaphoric
visualization/contraption/invention known as the Solfeggio
Transposition Triangles, in effect manifesting a 3-D mandala
known as the Solfeggio Transposition Octahedron.

Now... where was I going with this?
All this geometrical philosophilisation stuff is pretty entertaining
unto itself, but it should ultimately serve the development of a practical
usage scheme for the Solfeggio.
The quest for a system continues...
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CHAPTER F
A Nasty Surprise
My next strategy in attempting to understand the Solfeggio tones
would be to layer the actual sounds of the tones, so that they all
played at once. I was hoping (okay, I admit it - maybe I was even
assuming) that it would sound perfect. I thought to myself something
like, “When I play the Solfeggio tones all together at once, I will become
instantly enlightened; all the planets will line up and I will be able to
levitate and cure all the ailments of everyone I meet with the blink of an
eye. I shall become... Superman! King Midas. Übermensch.
Enlightened. Mega-buddha-riffic, that’s me! Nobel prize, the cover of
Popular Science...”
So I fastened my seatbelt and played all of the tones at once...
(drum roll, please...)
It sounded terrible!
Yuck!
Absolutely horrisonant. After recovering from my disappointment,
I raised some questions. First came doubt in the validity of the tones;
maybe some of the numerical values put forth in Healing Codes are
incorrect, despite the seeming perfection of their derivation and their
appearance in ancient texts of supposed wisdom. After all, the Solfeggio
spans more than an octave, which does seem a little suspicious from a
music theory point of view; as far as I can recall, most every scale I’ve
ever encountered as a musician completes itself within an octave and
echoes its spelling throughout all other octaves in both directions, reestablishing the root as a brand new seed point for expansion at each
new octave.
Like a couple of mirrors facing each other, ever-repeating.
Like the Golden Ratio, self-replicating. Self-reflecting.
Perpetual motion machines playing ping-pong.
Silly spirals.
Some scales vary according to whether the melody is climbing the
ladder or coming down the ladder, but the one-octave containment
limit and ripitition in the spelling are still maintained... not so with the
Solfeggio.
I should point out here that sounding every tone of any scale all
at once would probably sound a little overwhelming and un-musical
to the average listener. To hear what I mean, play lots of notes on the
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piano at once by leaning your arms across the keyboard. It sounds
like a bit of a mess, eh? Nevertheless, all of those tones within the
mush do create chords with each other, and hints of melody abound
within the chromatic soup, indistinct and unintelligible as they may
be. The Solfeggio matrix, on the other hand, seems to contain some
sourness of incompatibilty which prohibits an all-inclusive mixture
even more strongly than the well-armed piano does.
However, I decided to assume that the Solfeggio frequencies are
correct, because disproving them is a quest less inspiring than
actuating them. I concluded that there must be a special way to arrange
the tones to render each of them fully useful and at least somewhat
harmonically versatile with the other tones - some specific set of rules
governing their combination, in a similar vein to the chord theories of
the more common standard musical scales.
So, my next step was to test different combinations of tones
through trial and error. I did this in a preliminary, experimental and
qualitative manner, which is to say that I made generalized observations
only, and didn’t write down any of the specifics.
I absorbed a few impressions, so to speak. What I found was that,
while a certain pair of tones sounded perfectly fine together, and
another pair might also sound good together, they sound absolutely
terrible when combined into a three- or foursome, or if they traded
partners. Some of the tones seemed to be more monogamous and/or
finicky than others. Kinky stuff, these freaky frequencies!
Also, certain tones (such as Re) simply do not seem to play well
with others... black sheep tones in the Solfeggio?
Are the Solfeggio tones a cliquey bunch who hang out in small
packs and avoid the other freaquey freaks? Unbefitting, I say.
Shocking! The drama unfolds... Will all six Solfeggio tones have
a chance to let their vibrations shine? I think so!
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CHAPTER F
Massive Solfeggio

As much as I fiddled around with various combinations of tones
in groups of two and up to five, a straightforward correlation to the
familiar chromatic system refused to emerge, thereby demanding the
creation-slash-discovery of a much more organized, quantified system.
But first, to take advantage of my “green perspective” on the
situation, I attempted to create a good piece of meditation music based
on a subjective, non-systematic approach. Not completely lacking
structure (I can hardly ignore two decades of musical conditioning),
but without the advantage of having yet investigated the internal math
of the Solfeggio frequencies.
In consideration of the ultra-serious approach which I do profess
not to have chosen, I thought that attempting a composition may seem
like frivolity at this stage in the game - why not wait until the tones are
properly understood before actuating them, rather than making an
amateurish mess? Why would I let myself become the creator of a
sonic dog’s breakfast by putting the cart before the horse?
Because a fresh perspective has its advantages, that’s why. Some
of the best art is made by novices, in my opinion. A blank slate provides
space for the intuition to roam unprejudiced by the conditioned
intellect.
So, I went ahead and created a 21-minute piece of music called
“Massive Solfeggio.” I selectively avoided most of the tense
combinations in attempt to provide what I hoped to be a gentle-butgiant meditative space. At the time of this writing I, and a few sporadic
volunteers, have taken the plunge into “Massive Solfeggio,” with some
quite positive results. Some have found it a bit too dramatic, others
find it relaxing. I’ve enjoyed auming to it, and sometimes listen while
writing or reading or doing some quasi-yoga or playing drums.
However, I wouldn’t recommend the didjeridoo in conjunction
with the Solfeggio if you intend to reap the benefits of the pure,
undisturbed mathematical resonance of the Solfeggio, because there
is a high potential of harmonic conflict between the Solfeggio and any
fixed-pitch instrument which is not specifically tuned to the Solfeggio.
Auming, on the other hand, is not what I would refer to as a fixed pitch
because the person singing has the ability to adjust the pitch of their
voice so that it resonates in harmony or unison with the Solfeggio if
they wish. The same goes for trombone and slide guitar, whereas
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instruments such as didjeridoos, flutes, saxophones, and marimbas
have more stone-like tonal collections which are more likely to cause a
chaotic structural collapse within the presumedly fussy, purist
Solfeggio matrix.
On the other hand, in the interest of creative freedom and good ol’
participatory involvement, don’t let authours of books tell you what
not to do.
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CHAPTER F
Solfeggio Intervals
Anyways, at this point in the game it seemed like a good idea to
start really inventing a workable and meaningful Solfeggio system. Or,
rather, finding the understanding of the Solfeggio’s inherent inner
sensibilities. If such sensibilities even exist; a healthy bit of skepticism
should help objectivity, I thought - perhaps the Solfeggio matrix is
only a silly math oddity, a propaganda scam without any practical
musical rhyme or reason... snake oil. Any conclusions I could hope to
find are only giving part of the picture, I assume. Every deep-sea
explorer finds their own unique treasure.
My next step was to quantify the relations between the tones. In
simple math terms, this means finding the ratio between every possible
pair of Solfeggio tones. In terms of music theory, this means searching
for correspondences with chromatic interval names such as the perfect
fifth, minor third, etcetera.
A table would do the best job of presenting this kind of
information, I decided. Using such a Solfeggio Interval Table, a
composer such as myself (or anyone else) could then create Solfeggio
music which capitalizes on the system’s inner symetry more effectively,
thoroughly and easily.
This may be premature since you ain’t had a chance to see the
table yet (it wouldn’t fit on this page), but I’ll just proceed to share
some of the observations I made while filling out the table...
The first calculation, 417 Hz divided by 396 Hz, gave an interesting
result - a repeating decimal of 1.053030303030303030303030... In the
context of Just Temperament, this interval of Re:Ut approximates a
minor second, which is 25:24, or 1.0416666666666666... Therefore Re:Ut
is 18.78 cents higher than a minor second. That’s according to this
formula, where n and p are the two frequencies being compared:
cents = log (n/p) x 3986.3137

Considering that 100 cents equals a semitone, 18.78 cents deviation
isn’t exactly what I would call a very close and accurate match to a
minor second, so it seems to me that Re:Ut might be its own special
animal, living in a mysterious kingdom unbeknownst to Just
Temperament..
Turn the page to unveil the Solfeggio Interval Table, whose
reputation ought to precede itself by now.
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My next calculation was a total treasure find! Mi-over-Ut equals
an exact perfect fourth ratio of 4:3! Awesome. The Solfeggio-skeptic
in me was suddenly assuaged. But I had no idea what was lurking
around the corner of the next calculation...
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Proceeding rightwise across the top row of the table, Fa-over-Ut
is next in line:
639 / 396 = 1.61363636363636363636363636363636...

Wow! This number is very close to the Golden Number
(1.61803398874...) with the added bonus that it’s a repeating decimal,
a veritable horn-of-plenty full of oh-so-notorious 6’s & 3’s! Plus, it
reduces to a rather interesting-looking fraction of 71/44.* Need I say
more? With numbers like these popping up everywhere, my Solfeggio
enthusiasm waxed significantly.
Until the widest interval came along, that is... dividing La-over-Ut
rained a mystified wave of confusion and disappointment all over my
happy little parade. Darn!
852 / 396 = 2.15151515151515151515151515151515...

NNNOOOOOO!!!!!!!!! It can’t be! I thought this Solfeggio thing
was supposed to be a musical scale. No scale that I’ve ever
encountered contains an interval with a ratio of more than an octave!
A scale typically completes itself within an octave, such said octave
being a perfect 2:1 ratio above the root, above which the scale reiterates itself. Intervals wider than an octave are typically given names
like ninth, eleventh, or thirteenth, and are mere duplicates of those
which occur within the octave (9=2, 11=4, 13=6).
If the last Solfeggio interval is more than an octave, then what’s
supposed to happen as we ascend into the next iteration of the matrix?
Should the frequency series “backslide” down to the nearest octave
to begin the next go-round at Ut’s second octave, as in Ut=396 Re=417
Mi=528 Fa=639 Sol=741 La=852 Ut=792, thereby suffering some
serious slippage in the drivetrain? Or should Ut’s next frequency jump
way up to the next octave all of a sudden, as in Ut=396 Re=417 Mi=528
Fa=639 Sol=741 La=852 Ut=1584? That seems equally senseless such a harsh jump-up with a disproportionately wide range of unused
frequency spectrum seems rather un-scale-ish, in my perception. What
a waste of wavelength! Then again, skipping an almost-octave in this
manner would circumvent the skein-alteration dilemma inherent in
octave transpositions described in the “Solfeggio Octaved Skeins”
Chapter, since the Solfeggio would only exist in every second octave.
Drawn as a spiral model, with radial lines echoing true octaves,
the Solfeggio appears to trip all over itself like a breakdancing pretzel**
______________________________________________________________
* See “Meet You On The Dark Side Of The Mean” in Section II.
** Did you hear the one about the pretzel walking down the street? It was
assaulted...
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with two left feet:

... like a set of nested lower-case sigmas! Re-calibrating the diagram
with the 6 tones evenly spaced on the radial front and octaves
represented by concentric circles, the anomaly begins to remind me of
an off-side in soccer:
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I mean football, I mean soccer, I mean - uhhhhh...
Perhaps the Solfeggio has its own unique concept of octave,
something other than the simple logic of the 2:1 ratio...
Uhhh, NO. That’s just crazy! I insist that “octave” is synonymous
with “double.” The establishment of a fudging device such as a
“Solfeggian comma” may be in order.*
My last 20 years of musical training did not prepare me for this.
But, then, a new question is every bit as good as an answer, I suppose
- maybe better. So the mystery goes... another intriguing find on the
treasure hunt through the sands of math and music. Another chunk of
chaos gets thrown to the bottom of the in-box for future processing.
Continuing with the bright side, La-over-Ut’s troublesome 852:396
reduces to 71:33, which is indubitably reminiscent of the previouslyhailed “golden” 71:44 which shows up elsewhere on the table.
Sweeeeet! Maybe, by some quantum or metaphorical link, the overlap
is meant to pick up the slack where our human visual frequency range
falls short of an octave.** Comparing the 33 and 44 also yields the
power chord ratio - as one would expect, considering that La:Fa is 4:3.
A few more observations from the Solfeggio Interval Table...
Sol-over-Ut is a slightly-flat major seventh. This is full of
compositional potential because major sevenths gravitate intensely
up towards the octave (root) of a scale, creating strong melody. Laover-Ut (mentioned on the previous page) is an octave plus a minor
second, but not very in tune with Re-over-Ut, which is also a minor
second. This caused me to wonder if the frequency specified for La in
Healing Codes was incorrect; however, this suspicion quickly waned
upon recognition that La-over-Mi is 71:44, a.k.a. 1.61363636... This is
exactly the same ratio as Fa:Ut - a double occurence of Phi! What a
frigging awesome discovery.*** Being a nerd is so much fun!
Observe the very long repeating decimal in La-over-Sol. Also
noteworthy is the rather accurate tritone combination of Sol and Mi.
Although I happen to like tritones as much as I like any other interval,
they’re evil according to the status quo so I’ll probably end up leaving
them out of the healing meditation music which I intend to create - just
to stay out of trouble and not accidentally possess anyone of Satan.
______________________________________________________________
* In the same vein as the Pythagorean comma encountered on p. 41.
** Refer back to the complaints on p. 73.
*** This incredible mirrored consistency echoed in my mind the nonSolfeggio phenomenon known as the tetrachord. In music theory, the
tetrachord is a specific sequence of four notes, with the distances between
them arranged in this very specific sequence: whole-step,whole-step, halfstep (abbreviated W W H). By stacking another tetrachord on top of the
first, starting a whole-step higher than where the first one left off, the
entire complete Major Scale is created (W W H W W W H).
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CHAPTER F
The Quasi-Palindromic
Triangular Solfeggio Sequence
Armed with the Solfeggio Interval Table, I could now proceed to
brew up a more proper composition.
Objective:
Compose a harmonic progression which explores
the inner symetry of the Solfeggio matrix.
Parameters:
1) The sequence should favour consonance over
dissonance (it should be pleasant, in other words...
this music is meant for meditation, afterall).
2) Include all six tones in the sequence.
3) The progression will favour harmony over melody.
Because* melody is compositionally too easy to get
away with and doesn’t reveal the math as obviously,
whereas harmony is a less arbitrary challenge and
will really help make the Solfeggio’s structure more
apparent.
4) Ut is the root.
5) The progression will occur in 3 phases, with the
same number of steps in each phase.
Procedure:
Phase 1 of 3
1) Start with Ut. The root is always a good place to
start.
2) Add Mi to Ut; the perfect fourth is perfectly harmonious.
3) Add Fa to Ut and Mi. This creates a three-tone
harmony which includes a minor third between Mi
and Fa and the Golden Number between Ut and Fa.
4) Add La. Now Fa and La harmonize a perfect fourth,
while La harmonizes Phi with Mi as 71:44.** Also,
Ut and La create a somewhat tense-sounding but
numerically-interesting ratio of 71:33. Fa with Ut
______________________________________________________________
* Never start a sentence with “because.” Why? Don’t ask me why.
** This 4-piece harmonic structure reminds me of the
tetrachord structure mentioned on the previous page:
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also rings the Golden Number, and the perfect fourth
is also present between Ut and Mi. This 4-part
Solfeggio chord is a harmonic powerhouse!
5) Subtract Ut from the chord, because of its uncomfortable dissonance with La.
6) Drop Mi from the mix, leaving Fa and La to sing a
perfect fourth together.
7) Drop Fa. Now La stands alone as a point of repose, having travelled a long way from Ut and ready
to serve as a new beginning for Phase 2.
Phase 2 of 3
Whereas Phase 1 featured a build-up and teardown
of dense multi-voice harmony, Phase 2 will endeavour to combine smaller intervals - those in the neighbourhood of a major or minor second - in small,
blustery clusters of two or three tones.
1) Add Sol to La. This harmony approximates a major second.
2) Drop La and add Re to Sol. The interval of a minor
seventh is created - equivalent to a major second.
3) Drop Sol and add Ut to Re. The interval of a minor
second is the result.
4) Drop Re and add Sol to Ut. The major seventh is
the resulting harmony, which is equivalent to yet another minor second.
5) Add Fa to Ut and Sol. The Golden Number appears between Ut and Fa. Ut and Sol make a minor
second while Sol and Fa sing the major second.
This is a “Solfeggio cluster” if there ever was one.
6) Remove Ut. Sol and Fa continue the major second.
7) Drop Sol. Fa stands alone as the culmination of
Phase 2.
Phase 3 of 3
Phase 3 is basically the same as Phase 1, except
backwards. Partial palindrominity ensues therefrom.
1) Add La to Fa; a perfect fourth is the result.
2) Drop Fa, leaving only La.
3) Add Fa again. (Sorry about the weird offset, it’s the
only way I could get this thing to work.)
4) Add Mi to Fa and La.
5) Add Ut to Mi, Fa and La.
6) Subtract La from the mix, leaving Ut, Mi and Fa.
7) Drop Fa, leaving Ut and Mi to sing a perfect fourth.
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Beyond this point, dropping Mi from the mix would
return the sequence to the beginning of Phase 1,
with Ut standing alone as the root. The round trip is
complete.
Results:
The diagram below shows the sequence in graphical format:

This Quasi-Palindromic Triangular Solfeggio Sequence has
already been rendered (par moi) into hearable music.
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CHAPTER F
Solfeggio Fretboard
Gee, I almost forgot to solve the most obvious question: where
are the Solfeggio tones found on a guitar? Mere approximations, of
course, since the Solfeggio doesn’t jive with Equal Temperament...
Ut = 396 Hz
Re = 417 Hz
Mi = 528 Hz
Fa = 639
Sol = 741
La = 852

~ G = 392 Hz
~ A-flat = 415.3 Hz
~ C = 523.25 Hz
~ E-flat = 622.26
~ F-sharp = 739.98
~ A-flat = 830.6

A-flat occurs twice and is therefore self-absorbedly redundant in
the context of multi-octave scale useage; Equal Temperament turns
the Solfeggio into a snake that swallows its own tail! With its piece of
tail missing, the Solfeggio becomes a five-note scale instead of six.
This changes everything, doesn’t it?
What will the finicky skein symetry have to
say about this?* Maybe it’s not such a bad
thing... Pentagons and therefore the realm
of the soccer ball become available through
this metamorphosis - and five-sided
geometry vehemently implies the Golden
Ratio! There’s got to be some interesting
parallels worth exploring in there somehow.
Moving forward, I present to you the
Solfeggio fretboard diagram in all its glory.
I chose not to circle all the “G” notes as is
customary in guitar-land, since I find Ut’s
domain as the root of the Solfeggio to be
rather questionable.
For example... Presuming the Major
Scale’s worthiness as a universal standard,
Re might be a worthy candidate for root,
since Re-Mi-Fa-Ut spells an A-flat major
seventh chord, perfectly manifesting the
Major Scale.
...Solfeggio modalism, anyone?
______________________________________________________________
* Refer back to p. 85 for a memory refresher.
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CHAPTER F
Circular Graphs Seem To Reveal A Lot
Arranging the Solfeggio tones around the outside of a circle, like
this...
...with their skein reductions
arranged likewise...

...some interesting patterns emerge...
An instant parallel with the world of colour theory comes forth, as
matching numbers are to be found across from each other in the wheel,
echoing the complementary colours concept. As described in the
“Deep Light” Section, the light colour model establishes the primary
triad as red-green-blue, while its secondary triplet is cyan-magentayellow.*
Each one of these makes a triangle.
Applying the light colour model to the
Solfeggio matrix, we have the “Primary
Solfeggio Triad” Ut-Mi-Sol. If Ut is
considered the musical root of the entire
Solfeggio, then Fa should be considered the
root of the secondary trinity, since it is complementary to Ut in its
skein of 9; therefore, the “Secondary Solfeggio Triad” is Fa-La-Re.**
Each triangle spells 9-6-3 with its Pythagorean Skeins, which,
according
to the Solfeggio Transposition Triangles (probably
______________________________________________________________
* The pigment model reverses the distinction between primary and secondary,
and shall be ignored in this section pursuant to the conclusion established
on p. 74 regarding the light model’s superiority in its sound-likeness.
** 2 down-quarks plus 1 up-quark equals 1 neutron; 2 up-quarks plus 1
down-quark equals 1 proton. Therefore, just for shits and giggles, the
upward-pointing “Primary Solfeggio Triad” could be renamed the Solfeggio
Neutron Triad, and the downward-pointing “Secondary Solfeggio Triad”
could be called the Solfeggio Proton Triad. Or, maybe my triangles are
upside-down... why would I start with Ut in the lower right, and why progress
the labelling counter-clockwise? I don’t have an answer - I guess it was an
arbitrary choice.
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irrelevant to this discussion but nevertheless I share my clutching at
the straw...) seems to echo a one-octave phase shift from the original
order of 9-3-6.
The 9-skein complementary pair Ut:Fa sings a 71:44 Phi harmony.
The 6-skein complementary pair La:Mi sings a 71:44 Phi harmony.
The 3-skein complementary pair Sol:Re squawks out a harmonically
irreverent 1.7769784172...
The complementary pairs also share digits in each other’s
frequency specifications:
396 & 639
417 & 741
528 & 852

The primary and secondary Solfeggio triads each contain a musical
perfect fourth, represented as the horizontal 6-9 legs...

...poised facing each other from opposite sides of the circle - ready
to generate a dynamic field of harmonic interplay not unlike the poles
of a spinning magnet.
Connecting 6-9 pairs in the vertical direction, the primary and
secondary triangles become invisibly linked by the mysterious 71:33
sharp-octave on one side and a vague Fa:Mi minor third on the other:

In attempt to justify the relevance of the two vertical 6-9’s and not
knowing what better approach to follow, I divided 71:33 by Fa:Mi. The
eye-candy-ish result: 1.7777777777777... also known as 16:9 or oneand-seven-ninths. Flipping this upside down into 9:16 and raising it
by an octave, we get 9:8 - a perfectly tuned major second according to
Just Temperament and the Pythagorean scale of re-iterated fifths.
The 6-3 pairs do their own imitation of symetry... La:Re is roughly
an octave (36.96 cents sharp - almost a minor ninth) and Sol:Mi is a
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tritone. The observation-of-questionable-relevance here is that tritone
and the octave are on opposite sides of the Circle of Fifths and the
Chromatic Circle; arguably the most dissonant pair out of the entire
12-tone chromatic system, thereby establishing yet another polar field
- rhomboidal this time:

Serendipities abound in the Solfeggio colour wheel! Whoah brainfart alert - these aforediscussed colour correspondences ought
to be applied to the Solfeggio Transposition Octahedron, made
available to the masses on the side of cereal boxes or the back page of
the mad Solfeggio magazine in a cut-and-fold, “insert tab A into slot B”
format!

P.S. Reversing the method described in the “Deep Light” Section,
I transposed each of the Solfeggio tones up 40 octaves, into the range
of visible light, to determine a “truer,” alternative colour correspondence.
Behold:
Ut = 688.53nm = red
Re = 653.86nm = orange
Mi = 516.40nm = green
Fa = 426.70nm = violet
Sol = 367.96nm (or x2 = 735.92nm) = outside visible range*
La = 320.02nm x2 = 640.04nm = orange

______________________________________________________________
* Unless you’re a bird or some other sort of tetrachromat.

